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I. INTRODUCTION
The LANL atmospheric
the-art computer
Qrder

codes.

Turbulence

turbulence

RAPTAD
jectories

Model

for ~tmospheric

circulations.

a set of atmospheric

uses the wind and turbulence

HOTMAC

dynamic

developed

microcomputers.

the capability

expect ation is that they will eventually

have been modified

of microcomputers
become

is advancing

Two programs,
HOTMAC

HOTPLT

Section

trajectory

II describes

desk side computer,
to display

vzdues of HOTMAC

produce

step-by-step

operational

Governing

and RAPTAD

tations of the governing

equations,

Codes

of the output

and plotted

from both

on a laser printer.

wind vector plots of the output
from RAPTAD,

have

respectively.

from
A

contour plots.

on how to run main programs
the results.

such as an IBM PC/AT

Graphics,

monitors

plots of the output

provides concentration

so rapidly, the

and a SUN workstation.

NCAR

computer

and RAPLOT,

and particle

tbird CONPLT

programs

on the desktop

to run on

as good as t oday’s supercomput ers.

board

so that high level graphics,

are displayed

particle tra-

downwind from a source. Both of these models,

with an Opus Pm 350-32 bit coprocessor

models

wind and

And Diffusion.

to compute

Now both models are run on desktop or deskside computers,

also been modified

Higher

The second is an

Particle Transport

as research codes on supercomputers,

Because

generates

equations.

output from HOTMAC

at any location

of two state-of-

wind model called HOThlAC,

diffusion model called- RAPT.4 D, RAndom

and concentration

originally

and diffusion models are composed

The first is an atmospheric

fields by solving

atmospheric

transport

procedures,
HOT.MAC

equations,

specifically

for a SUN-4

and RAPTAD,

and graphics

boundary

conditions

and initial

are discussed in Section III. Finite-diffc. ~ucc represennumerical

solution procedures,

and a grid system are

given in Section IV.
II. OPERATIONAL
Figure
described

PROCEDURE

1 shows how the various

programs

work together

in six steps,

which are

in detail below.

STEP

1: Set Up Input

Setting

up input for HOThlAC

for HOTMAC
is accomplished

1

in two steps.

The first step (la)

Diffusion Code

Wind Code
STEP

t

STEP 6:

/l Run RAPTADI
m

STEP 4:

/

STEP &

lRun CONPLT I

w
STEP 3:

STEP n

I

I

1

Run RAPLOT

Run HOTPLT

(optional)

(optional)

Fig.

I1

1. Schematic

diagram

of the major

steps and computer

system.

2

codes used in the present

involves modifying

an input file called H OTINP.

as grid variables and ditigized ground elevation.
program

called SETHOT

It contains site specific information
The second step (lb)

The input parameters

in HOTINP

value for each in brackets are:

asmax

= ground albedo {.3}
= canopy albedo {.1}
= maximum leaf surface area density ( l./m)
{l.}
= maximum non-leaf surface area density (l./m)

atree
boweng
bowmax
bowmin
bratio
clat
clong
const r

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

Cs
delgmt
delt
deltma
delzr
dqdzadd

coverage curve {.8}
= specific heat for sdl {1256.}
= time difference between gmt and 1st {7.}
= time step (see)
= maximum time step (see) {999.9}
= delz in added zones (m) enter kadd numbers
= water vapor increment in added layers

drag
drgmax
dtdzadd

= drag coefficient {.2}
= maximum value of drag coefficient {.5o}
= temperature increment in added layers (deg/m)

{.05}
fractional tree coverage {0.}
Bowen ratio for ground {.2}
maximum bowen ratio {10.}
minimum bowen ratio {-10.}
Bowen ratio in canopy {1.5}.
latitude of grid center {112.}
longitude of grid center {40.10}
constant to approximate fraction

(g/kg/m)

of cloud

{.0067}

{.0033}
dzdksi
edksc
edmax
edmin
emissg
excoef
ht ree
iintvl
imax
jint vl
jmax

involves running a

which changes nine event specific variables such as time, wind

speed, and surface temperature.

albedg
albedt
almax

such

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

grid resolution in the surface layer
eddy soil conductivity (m**2/s) {4
maximum eddy viscosity (m**2/s)
minimum eddy viscosity (m**2/s)
ground emissivity {.98}
extinction coefficient {.6}
height of canopy (m) {18.}
i increment for printing {4}
number of cells in x direction {15}
j increment for printing {1}
= number of cells in y direction {15}
3

(m) {4.}
x 10–7 }
500.
.2e-4

along with a default

kadd
kheit.
kintvl
kmax
ksmax
ktrans
ktree
nlimit
Optpwv
qminadd
reducu
reducv
relax
rhlnit
rhinitO
rhos
smooth
tfactor
tolera
topradf
treezl
t reez2
utmx
utmy

= number of cells to add to top in radlon {10}
= height of tree in grid level {4}
= k increment for printing {1}
= number of cells in z direction {15}
= number of soil layers {3}
= top of linear zones {5}
= {2}
= iteration limit in subroutine “wwind’ {15}
= optical depth of water vapor {3}
= minimum water vapor in added layers (g/kg/m)
{l.}
= velocity scaling factor for u {1.}
= velocity scaling factor for v {l.}
=
=
=
=
=

{.3}
initial relative humidity above ground {.3}
initial relative humidity at ground {.5}
soil density {1500.}
smoothing factor {.5}
= {.025}
= {.10}
= radiation flux at top of radiation zone
(watts/m**2)
{200.}
= normdlzed
height of canopy base {.5}
= normalized height of dead branch base {.4}
= e-w utm position of sw corner (km) {335.}

xintvl
yint vi
zkmaxpl

=
=
=
=

n-s utm position of sw corner (km) {4420.}
x dimension of cell (m) {8000.}
y dimension of cell (m) {8000.}
maximum height in a terrain following
coordinate (m) {5000.}

Figure 2 shows steps la and lb for setting up input for HOTMAC.
Step la uses a text editor to change any of the items in HOTINP.
example of modifying
Step lb involves

HO TIN P using the “Vi” Text editor.
the program

SETHOT.

SETHOT

reads in the current HOTINP2

file and writes each variable and its current value on ~he screen.
a window

Figure 3 shows an

as shown in Fig.

4.

The mouse is used to change

read from a different file other than “charlie/Set hot /hotinp2°,

Typing
values.

opens

For example,

to

put the mouse pointer tip

to the right of the “2” on the “read from file” line, Klt the left button
4

%ethot”

and backspace

to

STEP 1: Set Up Input for HOTMAC:

Run
Program

Use
Text Editor

SETHOT

HOTINP

Fig.

& HOTINP2

\

2. Two steps for setting up input for HOTMAC.
5

~

Type:

$ vi hotinp

The Mowing

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

SXEE3

MOW bli~i

‘max

on the screen:

15.0
15.0
15.0
8000.
8000.
335.
4420.
40.10
112.0
4.
mo.
999.9

number of cells in x direction
number of cells in y direction
number of cells in z direction
x dimension of cell (m)
y dimension of cell (m)
e-w utm position of sw comer (km)
n-s utm position of sw comer (km)
latitude of grid center
longitude of grid center
grid resolution in the surface layer
time step (see)
maximum time step (see) .

‘jmiw
‘jmax
‘jmax
‘Xintvl
‘Xintvl
‘Utmx
‘Utmy
‘Clat
‘Clong
‘dzdkzi
‘delt
‘deltma

=

text will appear

= number of de

-=r(.)

to Cormd position ueing arrow keye.

t

in x direction

SXIW.A

Eraze number by typing an x.

~

Type i to get into INSERT MODE and type in new value:

‘max

I

= number of cells in x direction

~

~t the ESC (-cape)

~

Rewt

~

me

16

key to return to COMMAND MODE

stePs 2 through 5 to make any further changes.
22 (s~ft ZZ) to write a new version of HOTINP and end the e~tor session.

Type:

Fig.

la

quit!

to end editor without saving changes.

3. Step la: Use the Vi.editor
6

to modify

the file HOTINP.

remove

“charlie/Sethot

can be typed in. Alternatively,
the backspace

Once the old file name has been removed,

/hotinp2°.

a control

applies to the nine items.

place, permits a new value to be typed.
obtained

by putting

If an inappropriate
removed

should be used.

Clicking the left button

A little more information

A

at the appropriate

about each item can be

the mouse pointer on the item number and clicking the left button.
entry is made, a box declaring invalid entry will appear which can be

by correcting

the error.

box with the entries, ‘save”,
Highlighting

“u” could be used to remove the line instead of

key. The full path name, such aa “/usr/MDW/Army,”

similar procedure

the new one

Pressing and holding the right button

“read from file”, “save and quit”,

and ‘quit

will bring up a
without saving”.

an entry and releasing the right button will cause the entry to be executed.

For example, selecting

“read from file” would cause the entries on the screen to be replaced

with those in the file listed on the “read from file” line. Selecting

“save and quit” will cause

the screen values to be written to the file listed on the “save in fde” line, and will terminate
set hot.
The file HOTINP2

can also be edited directly.

There is only a single entry on each

line and they appear in the same order as shown in Fig.
wind direction

lb is performed

2: Run

HOTINP

(and

HOTMAC

to read in

in HOTINP2.

At every hour of simulation,

new values of wind,

etc. , are written to three different output files: HO TOL7T~

as shown in Figure 5. When the simulation stops, use a text editor to

look at the file HO TOUT.
successfully.

This commands

initialize all the variables, and run for a length of time specified

and turbulence,

and DIFFIN

In this new way, new versions of

are created and are ready to be used by HOTMAC.

then hit the enter key).

by the variable “comphr”

HOTlO,

Step

type on the keyboard:

and HOTINP2,

temperature,

variables.

for a given location.

HOTMAC

To run HOTMAC,
HOTMAC

once to set up HOTINP

to change event dependent

and HOTINP2

Step

the synoptic

would be the fourth line of the file.

In summary, Step la is performed

HOTINP

4. Consequently,

This is a quick way to check whether t he simulation is completed

The file HOT I O is ready to be used as input to HOTPLT.

i’

VALUE
Shrting Date (Julian)

VALUE
-

n

Shrting Time (hhmm)

VALUE
=

o

Synoptic Wind Speed (m/see)

VALUE
-

0

Synoptic Wind Direction (degrees)

VALUE
-

0

Tam paratura ●t Mean ScmLad

(degrees C)

VALUE
-

0

Linear Profile in Surface Layer (de~ee K/m)

VALUE
-

0

Linear Profile in the Upper L-ah

VALUE
-

0

Height Where Profiles Med (m)

VALUE
=

0

Total Computation Duration (hours]

VALUE
=

0

Fig.

(degr=

4. SETHOT

8

w)

windows.

Q
START

P

Road in
HOTINP

*

HOTMAC

*

&

I

Hourly

output:

H070UT, HOTIO,
DIFFIN

1
NO

o
STOP

Fig.

5. Flow chart of the program HOTMAC.
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.

Step

3 (optional):

Run

Step 3 is optional

HOTPLT

/ Produce

and can be accomplished

Figure 6 shows a schematic

of running

Plots

after steps 4, 5, and 6 are completed.

HOTPLT.

HOTPIN

requires the number of wind profile sites desired, NSTN,
locations,

and the maximum

height above ground,

has very limited input.

It

their station labels, the station

AGLMAX.

The station labels are read

in a single line with four character names with a leading blank space. The following line is
for the UTM casting coordinates
gives the UTM northing

expressed

coordinates.

in kilometers

with free format.

The last line gives AGLMAX,

height above ground in kilometers at which the profiles are reported.
format.

HOTPIN

HOTINP

is modified

The next line

which is the highest
This line is also free

with the “\~i” editor in a manner similar to that shown for

in Figure 3.

The various plotting

programs,

HOTPLT,

to display plots rather than print plots.
environment.

The procedure

Ri4PLOT,

and CONPLT,

are all designed

In each case the codes must be run in the NeWS

is to (1) enter the NeWS environment

with the command:

news, (2) use the right mouse buton to bring up a menu and choose a terminal,
type the plotting

command,

HOTPLT,

for example.

The program

and (3)

will run and open a

window with the first plot displayed upon it. Once the window is opened,

any plot in the

file can be selected by putting the mouse cursor on the plot window interior and pushing
the right mouse botton.

With the right button held down, a box with the available frames

as shown in Figure 7 will appear.
mouse.

The desired frame number can be highlighted

Release of the right button causes the desired frame to appear in the window.

Hardcopies
constructs

of the wind plots can be obtained

with the code, HOTPLTP.

meta files for each hour of output and names them as GMETAO1,

. . . GMETA24

for the first, second, and 24*h hours respectively.

can be used to send #elected plots to the laser printer.
multinp GMETA23
would send the twenty-third,
hours are specified,

different procedure

HOTPLTP
GMETA02,

The code MULTINP

then

For example the command:

GMETA02

GMETA1O

second, and tenth hours of plots to the printer. If too many

only the first ones will be actually

store only a limited number.
slightly

with the

If more than twenty-four
is required.

HOTMAC
10

printed

because

the printer can

hours of simulations

will actually

generate

are desired a
a unformatted

v
START

v

Read

HOTPJhJ

[

Read HOTlO

1~

1

NO

I

YES

o
+

STOP

Fig. 6. Flow chart of the program HOTPLT.
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height
day 215

at
6
2200

m
Ist

4510.

4490.

4430.

AAlfl
--rlu.

.~

345.

365.

I

frame #1
frame #5
frame W

Fig. 7. Plot Selection

frame #2 frame #3
frame #8 frame #7
frame#lOframe#11

Screen for HOTPLT

12

frame #4
frame #8
frame #l 2 [

file. HOTlO,

for each 24 hour period.

“ while the second
called HOTIO2.

The first 24 hours will reside on the file HOTlO,

will reside on the file HOT1 01, and the t bird-24 hour segment will be
HOTPLT

and HOTPLTP

24 hour segment would be displayed

each use HOTl O as input, so that the second

with the commands:

news
Cp

hot 10 hot 100

mv hotlOl

hot 10

hotplt
mv hotlO hotlOl
The plots can be obtained

Step

4: Setup

RAPTAD
provides

in a similar fashion.

Input

for RAPTAII

uses a file called RPIN, which supplies several parameters.

the parameters:

NSKIP,

These are all read with unspecified
right of the variables.
remember

LINTVL,

PLUMTIM,

format;

in the example

DELT,

The first line

WFACTOR,

and CH.

the names are printed to the

The names are not read by the code and are only used as aids to

the variables.

NSKIP

defines the first dump which will be used to interpolate

the appropriate

times.

As an example,

consider a simulation

the wind fields to

of the wind field which was

specified as 1800 hours, with a release to be simulated at 2000 hours. HOT MAC provides
dumps wit hin a time step beyond

each hour. Thus, for time steps of 12 minutes, the first

dump would be at 1800 plus delta where delta could be as much as 20 humireciths of an
hour.

Consequently,

be the second

the two dumps which would bracket the release time of 2000, would

and third dumps

22OO hours the appropriate

and NSKIP

would be 2. If the release time were to be

value of NSKIP would be 4, since the fourth dump would be

slightly after 2100 hours while the fifth would be a little after 2200 hours.
LINTVL

is used to indicate

how many particle-locations

will be printed on the debug print file, RPTEST.
will be printed
LINTVLth

for each particle

particle location

for. each hour.

will be printed.
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With LINTVL
For LINTVL

and associated

parameters

eqmd to one, a parameter
greater

than one, every

PLUMTI

is the plume time to be simulated in minutes.

“ start “of the release which is to be examined.
time step is more accurate

It is the total time after the.

DELT is the time step in seconds.

because the positons

of the particles

time step, but a shorter time step, requires more computer

A short

change little during the

time for the same PLUMTI.

Too large a time step will allow the particles to traverse too long a distance during a single
time step with the result that the assumption
over the time step will be violated.

that the instaneous

This concern is particularly

the winds are very sensitive to the position,

velocities

important

are constant

for places where

such as very close to the ground

where the

wind speed changes rapidly wit h height.
WFACTOR

is a factor which adjusts the calculated vertical velocities.

than one is used to counteract

the smoothing

A factor larger

of a coarse grid. CH is a horizontal diffusivity

factor, which could be used to enhance dispersion.
The second line of input gives the parameters:
and UTMYSO.

These parameters

are read in with unspecified

by their names which are not read.
are permitted
example,

to pass between

NDELTP,

NDELTP

particle

provides

NP, RMAX,

UTMX SO,

format and are accompanied

the number of time steps which

releases within the duration

of the release.

For

if DELT were equal to 10 and ?SDELTP were equal to four, particles would be

released at the initial release time and again at 40 seconds later, and at interval of every 40
seconds thereafter until the end of the release period.
released

at each release time.

release is considered.
NDELTP

divided

of concentration
RMAX

NP is put at larger numbers

are expressed

to N P times

Larger numbers of particles provide more precise definitions

or dosage fields, but also require more computer

time.

the default value of the radius of the cylinder from which particles

released.

The D2 portion

of the code will overwrite

where the radius is defined by the release scenario.
source locations

if a very short

The total number of particles releases is proportional

by DELT.

provides

will be randomly

Typically,

NP provides the number of particles

in UTM casting and UT?vl northhg,

UTMXSO

this value for cases

and UTMYSO

coordinates,

respectively.

provide the
The values

in kilometers.

The third line in the file provides these parameters:
and BKG N D with unspecified

format.

IPSTART
14

IPSTART,

ID2M0,

HS, TCUT,

is the release starting time in hundredths

of an hour,
ID2M0

while BKGNTD is background

is a parameter

source description.

If ID2M O is 1, then the D2 subroutine
below.

of the release in seconds,

if ID2M0

is not 1. If ID2M0

line is inserted between lines 3 and 4 which gives XMWT,

weight of the species.

Without

the use of D2 the final concentrations

parts per trillion and will be appropriate
ID2M0

will be entered and the user will

HS is the release height in meters above ground if ID2M0

is the duration

is not 1 and an additional
molecular

which is released.

which allows the user to choose whether or not he will use the D2

be quiered as described
is not 1. TCUT

value for the contaminant

equal to 1, the concentrations

will be in

to an emission rate of 1 gram per second.

are given in milligrams

The fourth line in the file provides:

NSITE

With

per cubic meter.

and IDS(n).

sites for which a time series of dosage or concentration

the

NSITE is the number of

is desired while IDS(ns)

are the

NSITE station labels. The format is (9x,i! ,9x,7( a4,1x)).
The fifth and sixth lines provide the sampling sites UTM casting and northing coordinates respectively.

These data are expressed in kilometers; the first six characters describe

the variable (S V’TMX or SUTMY)

while the remaining numbers are in free format.

This file is most easily constructed

by using the Vi editor to edit the example shown

in Figure 8. However SET RAP can be used to modify RPIN.
3, 1, 180., 10., 1.5, 0.
8, 1, 5.0, 83.80, 61.50
1700, 0., 50., 10800., 0.5
146.1, xmwt
nsite = 2, ids = grin, stp
klev = 2, 2
samptim = 60,, 60
bdz = 1., 1.
sutmx = 84.0. 84.(.)
sutmy = 63.0, 67.0

Fig.

SETRAP
available.

nskip, lintvl, plumtim, delt, wfactor,
ndelt p, np, rmax, ut maxso, utmyso
ipstart, id2mo, hs, t cut, bkgnd

8. Example of file RPIN

must be run in a NeWS

Once SETR.4P

ch

window

and it requires

that a map image be

is typed in, a window similar to that of Fig. 9 appears.

The mouse can then be used to select an item to be changed or to locate the position
of the release.

When

the cursor is placed on the map portion
15

of the window,

clicking

Fig.

9. SETRAP
16

window.

The release coordinates

the left button changes the release position.

by moving the mouse pointer to the new value box opposite
position

and clicking the left button

can also be changed

the one showing the release

and typing in the desired values.

If old values are

present which need to be erased, the mouse pointer can be placed to the right of the entry
to be erased.

Clicking

entry. Alternatively,
fashion,

the left button

the control

permits the backspace

“u” command

key to be used to erase the

can be used to erase the line. In a similar

the start time for the release, duration of the release, and time step can also be

changed.
brings up a box with the entrys,

Clicking the right button

“zap.” To write the modifications
entry “done”;

to RPIN, hold the right button

releasing the right but ton causes the corrections

“done,n

“cancel,”

and

down and highlight the

to be written to RPIN and

finishes SETRAP.
All of the entries in RPIN can also be edited directly, so that. SETRAP

Step

5: Run

is not essential.

RAPTAD

Figure 10 describes

the fifth step.

RAPTAD

uses wind and turbulence

from DIFFIN to compute

the locations

the plume concentrations

every 15 minutes.

and plume concentrations

are written to output files called PARTCL

are then available for plotting.
until the total simulation

of each particle released.

R.APTAD

R:fPTAD

information

also computes

At the end of every hour, particle locations

continues

and CONCEN

and

with the next hour of computation

time is reached.

RAPTA D has been written to call an existing computer

code called D2 as a subrou-

tine. Figure 11 gives an example of the questions D2 writes to the screen.
The terminal input begins when the program
that a person is an expert and needs no explanation,
possible responses from which to choose.

asks for a novice level.
where “1” provides

A “O” means
a single line of

The choice of “2” provides more explanatiori

and

is a good choice for a beginner.
The second question asks for a munition type. For stack sources “non:
not specified,

must be used.

next two questions

which means

The next line asks for an agent type such as “gb.”

are about the type and length of release.
17

For a buoyant

The

stack plume,

Read In

●

DIFFIN

RAPTAD
(Cmputatlm)

Hourly
CONPLT

Output

to

& RAPLOT:

CONCEN,

PARTCL

■

o
STOP

Fig.

10. Flow chart of the program RAPTAD.
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mdw> % raptad
opyright, 1988, The
his

sof *are

R~getttS

of the Universityof

California

was developed pursuantto ContraotHO.

-7405-ENG-36betwminthe U.5. DGpdrhent of
rLergyand The Regents of The University of California
838.0

ress=

PIIUIL=838.0
---------------------------

--.--

I downwindhazard program d2pc J

---.---------------------------type ? for definitions

1. your novice level: 3,2,1 or O nov
input :

5. munition type

.

mun

105

105-mm cartridge,
m60,m360

155

155-mm projectile,
mllO,m121al

%h

8-inch projectile,
m126

500

500-lb bomb,mk94

750

750-lb bomb,me-1

m55

115-mm rocket,m55

52S

525-lb bomb,mkl16

139
.
m23

bomblet,m139

4.2

4.2-inch cartridge,
m2a4

non

ammunition

land mine,m23

tiput:
Fig.

11.

User interface questions and possible answers regarding the source characteristics.

on

agn

6. agemt type
ga

tabm

hl

bn-1,nitrogen mustard

gb

sarti

h3

hn-3, nitrogen

gd

soman

ht

6W hd & 4W

gf

ea 1212

11

lewisite

Vx

ea 1701

ac hydrogen cyanide

bz

inc ap ag-t

Cg phoSg-a

hy

hydrazfie

ck

oyanogem chloride

ud

UdJllh

h

adamsite

hd

distilled mustard

na

not an agent

mustard
t

input:
)

8. release typG
ins

tistantaneous(explosive)

m?p

evaporation from a puddle formed by a spill

San

uniform release for aftiita the

var

souroe defined as a number of uniform raleases(m= 6)

Stk

release of heated effluentfrom stack

stj

release from stack with jet affect

fls

flash fire

fir

gire burning for fimite time

igl

m55 igloo fire

evs

evaporation in still air

from ground level

input:
Fig.

11. cont.
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.

Stk

di=

0.5

6.0

13. nqi,q{)(mg), tqo
nqi

number of

q{)

SQUrCe

tq(}

10.0

(rein)
intervals

the

for

each internal

cumulative

time

from

beginning

of first

input :
1,3600000,60
all

other

input

Lll

1 mun:non agn:gb

rd: stk

wnd= 0.4@/s) tmp=19.
5(o)

24. height of staok (m)

hst

input:
,0.

25. diameter

of staok

ds t

{m)

input :
,.

26. temperatureof staok (deg c) tst
input:
!5.

27. velocity

of effluent

{m/see)

vst

input :
Fig.

11. cont.
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-

stb:

input :
0.

relative

28.

of efflueat

dansity

rde

input :
9%

other

all

input

u

1 mun:non
!4 , height

of stack

~50 diameter

ml: stJ

agn: gb

of stack

10,00

dst

1.00

c)

tst

25.00

(mJsGc)

vst

20.00

(m)

of

!7. velocity

of

effluent

!8 . relative

density

staok

tmp=19. 5(c)

hst

(m)

16. tafnparatura

Lll other

wnd= 0.4@/s)

(deg

of effluent

rde

Stb:

0.98

input

;P
I

Fig.

the release type should be “stk.”
milligrams

for each period,

ud

11. cont.

An example
the period

entry, for source period,

total emission in

length in minutes is “2, 1000000,

45.” This would represent a total of two periods,

60, 200000,

with the first one lasting 60 minutes with

a total emission of 1000 grams and the second lasting 45 minutes with a total emission of
200 grams.
The next line swks ‘all other input .“ If the input is not complete, -for example with
stack sources where the stack parameters

have not yet been entered, the response

should

be LL~.17
The next five questions

involve the height and diameter

perature, velocity, and relative density of the effluent.
input”

for which a response of “all” is appropriate.
22

of the stack, and the tem-

Finally, the code asks “all other

The code will ask the same question

again for which a response of “stp~’ for stop is required.

Step

6: Running

CONPLT
RAPTAD.

Conplt/Produce

uses a single input file CONINP,

CONINP

has only the parameter

tions to provide concentration
the command

Contour

“conplt”

Upon completion,

appropriate

to execute,

Plots

beyond CONCEN

SCALEF.

SCALEF

which is produced

by

multiplies the concentra-

to other emission rates. CONPLT

requires only

although it must be given in the NeWS environment.

the first contour

plot will appear on the screen.

Additional

plots can

be shown by using the mouse to bring up the frame menu and highlight the appropriate
frame as described
GMETA.”

in Step 3.

Hard copies may be obtained

by the command

Figure 12 displays an example of the dosage contours

while Fig. 13 is an example of the time – dosage plots produced

Step

7. (Optional)

RAPLOT

produced

“multinp

by CONPLT,

by CONPLT.

RAPLOT

Running

requires an input file called PLMINP.

The first line of PLMINP

provides

the number of stations which will be plotted on the map with the particle locations.

Free

format is used. The second line provides the labels for each of the stations; the format is
(7(lx,a4)).

The third and fourth lines give the UTM mating and UTM northing locations,

respectively,

for each station.

The locations

are expressed in kilometers and are read with

free format.

Once again the Vi editor is used to adjust the values in a fashion similar to

that used for HOTINP.
RAPLOT

is executed

NeWS environment.
superimposed

by the command

upon completion

on the terrain.

“RAPLOT”

which must be given in the

the first plot will appear with the particle positions

Desired plots can be shown with the mouse as described

Step 3. Hard copies may be oh ained with the command
an example of the particle location

plots produced

23

“multinp

by RAPLOT.

GM ETA.”

in

Figure 14 is

DOsaga

Contours

for

(mg/m3-min)

4500.0

-+ .-

.-

hour=

3

/
“

I-,1*

I

4450.01;
360.0

JR FROM

Fig.

19.OM

TO

,i,
I “ I I I

produced

380.0

370.0

m. 1BSSSE+06 CONTOURINTERVAL OF

12. Dosage contours

1 I I I 1 1

99999.

by CONPLT
24

390.0

PT13.3)=

for a750pound

0.

LABELS SCALEO SY

bomb explosion.

O.l BfiO

Uosdge

,

.-

[mg/md–min)

at

site=

—

2

100.00

10.00

1.00

0.10

1

0.01
1 .0

I
3.0

2.0
hour

Fig.

13. Time-dosage

profiles produced
25

by CONPLT.

I
4.0

timel

dge
104 Ist
age of plumeno.
of particles

of

plume!

2 hrs
hrs
120

c?g

release

4530.

4510.

4490.

4470.

4450.

4430.

4410.
. ...

345.

365.

CONTOM FROM

Fig.

lfl,.,~

385.

TO

29W , #

14. Pseudo-particle

405.

425.

445.

465.

PT(3,3)=

CONTOWI INTERVAL OF

26S.W

locations

by RAPLOT.
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depicted

2170.9

III. DESCRIPTION

A.HOTMAC

(Higher Qrder Turbulence

Equations.

Model
closure

OF MODELS

model,”

Model for Atmospheric

This model, also referred to as a ‘second-moment

is based on a set of second-moment

suming certain relationships
known lower-order

between unknown

turbulence

higher-order

transport

coefficients

These results can be used as inputs to pollutant
and three-dimensional

HOTMAC
cation:

closed by as-

moments

(eddy

second moments,
viscosity

dispersion

models.

a turbulence

and eddy diffusivity).

models.

The model

computed

parameterization

The present model,

occurs.

turbulence

are more advanced

combined

t han t hose in simple

with a statistical

energy increases substantially

This appears reasonable,

cloud model,

temperatures

tall tree canopies,
are computed

balance equation

horizontal

equilibrium

terms in the equation

due to gravity (hydrostatic

are not too large (Boussinesq

and uses the Boussinesq

lor, 1973), atmospheric

tree canopies

boundary

approx-

are limited to flows where the local

of vertical motion are much smaller than

equilibrium)

and temperature

variations in the

approximation).

The model has been used for a variety of fluid problems:

1975; Yamada,

Surface

equation for the soil and a heat energy

in theory, the model applications

and advection

the acceleration

Effects of short- and long-wave

at the surface.

Therefore,

acceleration

produces

are also included in the model.

from a heat conduction

The present model assumes hydrostatic
imation,

in the layers where condensation

of turbulence.

and topography

has

For examp-

since the latent heat released by condensation

local unstable layers, resulting in generation
solar radiation,

is time

of flow and thermal stratifi-

simulated interact ion between water phase changes and basic dynamic variables.
le,

and the

in space.

can be used under quite general conditions

met hods for turbubmce

eddy viscosity

turbulence-

variables. The model output variables are winds, potential temperature,

scale, and turbulence

dependent

equations

turbulence

mixing ratios of water vapor and liquid water, turbulence
length

Circulation)

layer, ( Mellor and Yamada,

surface boundary
1!374; Yamada

layer (Meland Mellor,

1975; Yamada and Mellor, 1979; Yamada and Kao, 1986), airflow over tall
(Yamada,

1982), air pollution

layer, ( Mellor and Durbin,

transport

(Yamada,

1977), ocean boundary

1975), airflow over a cooling pond (Yamada,
27

1979), laboratory

flows (Briggs,

Mellor, and Yamada,

1977), flow over complex

the results have been used in dispersion
Yamada

and Bunker,

simulations over complex

et al. 1987b).

used by others including

I.lobosy (1979), Shaw (1977),

(1978),

and Sun and Ogura (1979).

given in a recent review paper (Mellor

and Yamada,

The basic equations of HOTMAC
vapor,

and turbulence

improvements,

Miyakoda

summary

1987)

and Sirutis

of the model is

1982).

for mean wind, temperature,

are similar to those used by Yamada

the nested grid capability

and Yamada,

1981:

This model has also been

Burk (1977),
A complete

1983), and

terrain (Yamada,

1987), over the eastern half of the U.S. (Kao

and over the mount ainous western U.S. (Yamada

Freeman (1977),

terrain (Yamada,

mixing ratio of water

(1981,

1985),

and effects of shadows produced

except

two

by terrain, are

added.
A terrain-following

vertical coordinate

in the trest ment of surface boundary

system is used in order to increase the accuracy

conditions:

Z*LZ

~ – Zg
H–zg

where z* and z are the transformed
zg is ground elevation;

and Cartesian

vertical coordinates,

respective y;

~ is the material surface top of the model in” the z* coordinate;

and H is the corresponding
The governing

(1)

‘

height in the z-coordinate.

equations,

following

the coordinate

transformation,

are (Yamada,

1981)

(2)

(3)

28

(4)
where

(5)
and

Doao”

—EF

+&–

a(

)

az

0(

+

Dt
Inthe

above expressions,

terms cm the right-hand
simplicity,

<>

indicates

)

q

)

v—— + w*-—
az* al

an average over a horizontal

surface.

(6)
The second

side of Eqs. (2) and (3) indicate the effects of ground slope. For

H is specified as

where z~~a= is the maximum
The geostrophic

value of the ground elevation in the computational

winds Ug and Vg are

domtin.

Computed
from~arnada
(1981),
i.%

(8)

and

J-

g

——

azg

Zax

where A(3V - @o–

The derivations

of Yamada (1981).

of Eqs.

A turbulence

(9)

,

< ~V >, and the abbreviated

(z, y, ~, t], are used.
Appendix

H 3(3V dz’
/ .*<e.>

symbols 11~(~) z U~(Z, y,~,
(2) to (5),

s

(8), and (9) are given in the

kinetic energy equation is given by

29

t). 1~(~

(lo)

77
—
-(H ---;

and a turbulence

w’
___‘Wiiz
)
au

‘waz*

length scale t is obtained

_

+

from

(11)

where q2 —
u + ~ + ~
– ‘Z

is twice the turbulence

OV the fluctuation

part of virtual

(1.8, 1.33,0.2,0.2,

and 16.6), empirical constants

(Mellor

and Yamada,

1982).

potential

kinetic energy, w(9. turbulence

temperature,

heat flux,

and (Fl, F2, Sq, St, and BI ) =

determined

from laboratory . experiments

The internal heat energy equation

is written

as in Yamada

and Bunker (1989)

1

x

+(-=)

6JRN

+~--

~ ae.
~

[

The long-wave

radiation

servation equation

flux RN/pCP

is computed

according

for mixing ratio of water vapor is given by

30

1

t

to Sasamori (1968).

(12)
A con-

~=w=+w%’+ H:.,:-

(13)

“

The turbulent fluxes in Eqs. (2), (3), (10), (11), (12), and (13) are obtained from simplified
second-moment

turbulence-closure

equations

(Yamada

where 3M and a are functions of the flux Richards&
is an eddy diffusivity
of the turbulent

coefficient

(1974)

“

number, and a(s

KH/KM

and Kkz is an eddy viscosity coefficient)

where KH

is the reciprocal

Prandtl number.
for ~A~ and a were obtained

The expressions
Yamada

1983):

where temporal

from the level 2 model of Mellor and

and spatial derivatives

in Eq.

(10) are neglected.

The

readers are referred to Yamada (1975) for further discussions of the level 2 model equations.
The final expressions
Boundary
are const rutted

for ??fif and a are given in Yamada (1983) and are not repeated here.

Conditions.
from

Surface boundary

the empirical

mensional

wind and temperature

speaking,

the formulas

sumed,

however,

terrain, provided

are valid only for horizontally

of Yamada

homogeneous

for the nondi(1981)].

surfaces.

plays an active part in the apportionment

(sensible

formulas

and latent ) and conductive

requires knowledge

obtain the surface temperature
The temperature

Strictly
It is as-

are fair approximate ions over nonhomogeneous

that the formulas are applied sufficiently close to the surface.

convective

of the similarity

for (2), (3), and (10) to (13)

by Dyer and Hicks (1970)

profiles [see the Appendix

that the same relations

be noted that vegetation
between

formulas

conditions

It should

of available heat energy

(into the soil) components.

of the surface temperatures;

a method

Use
to

is discussed below.

T. in the soil layer is obtained

by solving

the heat conduction

equation

(16)

31

where z~ is positive
cent ent.
balance

downward,

Appropriate

and soil diffusivitv

boundary

conditions

for solution

at the soil surface and specification

a certain depth

whose value is dependent

Ks can be a function
of Eq.

(16) are the heat energy

of the soil temperature
on the duration

of soil moisture

or soil heat flux at

of the integration.

The heat

energy balance at the surface is given by
.

RS+RLJ–
where Rs is the incoming
incoming

direct

long- wave radiation,

RLI=H,

+LE+

solar radiation

absorbed

and RL I is the outgoing

(17)

G,,
by the surface,

long-wave

R~ J is the

radiation.

The surface heat flux Hs, latent heat flux LE, and ground heat flux G, are given by

(18)
(19)
and

(20)

where pa is the air density,
is the water vapor
Substituting

U* is the friction

scale, and the subscript

velocity,

G denotes

T* is the temperature
the value at the ground

scale, Q.
surface.

(18) to (20) into (17) we obtain

R. + CRL J –cuT:

=

–~aCpU+~,(l

-k B-l)

–

K#Ts/&

k

,

(21)

where the relation

RL; =d’&+(l-E)RL:

,

(22)

and Bowen ratio

B = H,/LE
32

,

(23)

are used; c is the emissivity
“ratt and Hicks (1973)
temperature

obtained

a relationship

between

the surface

constant.

temperature

Gar-

and air

at ZI (in the surface layer):

(e(z,)

- @G)T,-l

where Pr is the turbulence
constant,

of the surface and a is the Stefan-Boltzman

= (Pr/k)
Prandtl

[(tn{(z,
number

+ 2.,)/20}

+ 4!n(zo/zo*)

at neutral stability,

ZO and zOt are the roughness lengths for momentum

the stability

correction

terms of Panofsky

for ZO, and zOt is obtained
Using Eq.(24)

(1963).

from a relationship

we can eliminate

R. + CRL J –cuT:

- *]

,

k is the von Karman

and temperature,

A constant

(24)

and # is

value of 0.1 m is assumed

hz(zO/zOt) = 2 (Garratt

and Hicks, 1973).

7’. from Eq. (21) to obtain

+ ?71[~(ZI) – TG(PO/PG)RicP] + K,x

i?T8 I

=0,

(25)

~G
where

m = ikpacpu. (l + B-l)P,-l[ln{(zl

+ zot)/zo}

+ 2 – +]-1

(26)

P,, is a reference pressure (1000 mb) and ~G is the pressure at the surface. Equation
(25) may be linearized by noting that

where the superscripts
typical

time increment

n and n + 1 denote the n and (n+ 1)*h time steps of integration (a
used in integration

is 1 minute).

After substitution

into Eq. (25)

of the approximation

(7’:+ 1)4 s 4( Z’:)3T;+’
we obtain

33

- 3(T:)4

,

(27)

~T~ /dz,

where the derivative

(Tn+l
(1) – T~+l )/Az~,
s
and Az,

~G is replaced

by a forward finite-difference

T,(1) is the soil temperature

approximation

at the first grid level from the surface,

is the distance between the surface and the first grid level in the soil layer.

Equation

(16) is solved numerically

and Morton,

1967, p.

189).

a tndiagonal

matrix and B is a column

using the relation (R]chtmyer

By this method

where (T, )4 is the soil temperature

(28) determines

form by Laasonen (Rlchtmyer

(16) reduces

The solution

to ATS = B where A is

is conveniently

obtained

by

1967, p. 198)

&(~s)t+l

at the @

are determined

Eq.

vector.

and Morton,

(Ts)t =

J!It and F1 when 4>1

in finite-difference

+

~1

(29)

,

grid level from the surface.

from the finite-difference

Expressions

for

form of Eq. (16), and Eq.

El and F1. From Eqs. (28) and (29), we obtain

(30)

and

(31)

Numerical
iteration

integration

(16) by use of Eq. (29) to Eq.

(31) is rapid since no

is required.

The incoming
dratyev

of Eq.

direct solar radiation

flux to an inclined surface is obtained

from Kon-

(1977):

(32)

where

A=cosasin~sin6

~ sina~cos Wn(tan @sin @sind

ll=cosacos

@cosif+

C=sinacos6

sin@.

sinacos@sin@.

– sin Jsec@)J

(33a)

cos J ,

(336)

and

In the above expressions
hour angle, positive

.

(33C)

RO is the near surface, direct solar radiation

clockwise

from apparent noon; @ is the latitude;

of the sun; a is the angle of inclination
W. is the azimuth of the projection

clockwise).

Since the maximum

Paltridge

and Platt,

plane; and

of the normal to the surface on the horizontal

from the plane of the meridian

4 is assumed

6 is the declination

of the surface relative to the horizontal

as counted

0.5 degrees,

flux; 0 is the solar

(azimuth

is considered

change in the solar declination

to be constant

during a given day.

1976, p. 63) provides a formula to compute

6 = 0.006918 – 0.399912

positive

plane,

when counted

6 in 24 hours is less than
Spencer

(1971, quoted

in

J in radians,

0.070257 sin (10

cos 60 +

– 0.006758 cos 2tJo + 0.000907 sin 200
(34)

– 0.002697 cos W. + 0.001480 sin 380 ,
where the angle 00 in radians is related to the Julian day Jd by

~. =

@~d – 1,
365

Equation

(34) estimates

obtained

if the longitude?

time is the difference

6 with a maximum
clocktime,

(35)

“

error of 0.0006 radians.

Solar hour fl can be

and the equation of time are known.

The equation of

between the local apparent time and a fixed mean solar time, which

is derived from the motion of a celestial equation at a rate equal to the average movement
of the sun. The solar hour angle fl is given in radians by

* = 7r(t, -- 12)
12
35

‘

(36)

where t~ is the true solar time (local
obtained

apparent

time)

in hours.

The true solar time is

from
is = tc.t. + At[ong -rteq ,

where

tc.t.,

of time,

&tlongy

an

respectively.

d t,~ are the clocktime,
The longitude

standard.

The equation

the longitude

correction

local meridian and a standard meridian,

(37)

accounts

correction,

and the equation

for the difference

between

the

and is positive if the local meridian is east of the

of time is provided

by Spencer

(quoted

in Paltridge

and Platt,

1376, p. 63) as follows;

t e9 =

qo.000075

+ 0.001868 Coseo

T

– 0.032077 sin do – 0.014615 cos 200
– 0.40849 sin 2(?.)

,

(38)

where te~ is in hours and t). is defined by Eq. (35).
compared

with values tabulated

in the National Almanac,

The amount of solar radiation
of the atmosphere
permanent
by Atwater

gases such as oxygen,

(38) has a maximum

error,

of 35 s in time.

reaching the surface is much less than that at the top

due to many factors,

and Brown (1974),

Equation

including

ozone,

molecular

and carbon dioxide.

who modified

include the effect of the forward Rayleigh

scattering

and absorption

The effect is parameterized

the original form by Kondratyev

scattering.

by

The expression

(1969)

to

is

●

G = 0.485
(39)

+o.~15[1.041-o.16~0000g~;00fl~”2]

where P is pressure in mb. Other important
ing solar radiation

include water vapor, clouds, and airborne

for these factors are not included
Currently

factors that also modify the amount of incom-

in the present model.

R. in Eq. (32) is calculated

from
36

particles.

Parameterizations

R. = R-G
where R-

is the incoming

radiation

,

(40)

flux at the top of the atmosphere

and G is given by

Eq. (39).
The zenith angle Z in Eq. (39) is determined

from the following formula

cos Z = sin 0 sin 6 + cos @ cos 6cosfl

.

(41)

Finally, RL J, the long-wave incoming radiation at the surface, is computed
to the following

according

formula

(42)

RL ~= R. J Cos a
where RO J is the long-wave
angle of inclination

incoming

normal to horizontal

surface and a is the

of a sloped surface given by

L-x= tan–l
Boundary

radiation

conditions

[ (%+(%

h“

(43)

)]~ ‘/’

for U, V, Cl, QV, q, and 4 along the upper computational

bound-

ary are

(44a, b)
where U~ and Vg are geostrophlc

wind components

(~~g,~g)=
Potential

temperature

(l/’f)

defined as

(%)(:) -

and the mixing ratio are specified,

vanish along the upper boundary.

Soil temperature

(4%, b)

and turbulence

is assumed to

at 30 cm below the surface is also

specified.
The lateral boundary
corresponding

governing

values for (!, V, ~, Q., q2, and 1 are obtained
Eqs.

(2), (3), (10),
37

(11), (12),

by integrating

and (13), except

the

that variations

in the horizontal

directions

Variables U, J“,q2, and qz I are smoothed

are all neglected.

each time step by using the values at four neighboring

Oi,j

~

(1 –

A)@~,j

+

0.25

A(@i+l,j

+

points, i.e.,

*i-l,j

+

@i,j-1

+

where @ represents either U: V, qz, or q24, and A = 0.5 is used.

*i,j+l)

(46)

>

A sirrdar expression,

For use on a microcomputer,

two modifications

have been made. First, changes have

been made in the code that destroy the effects of terrain slopes at the boundaries.
makes it possible to put the boundaries

in very complex

artificial apron around the area of interest.
vertical cell to be a.t 4 m aboveground.

Initial

ambient value (geost rophic wind).
by scaling the southwestern

directions.

wind and temperature
expressions

are integrated

accuracy

temperatures

are obtained

are constructed

by using the initial potential
domain,

and observed

relative

kinetic energy and length scale are initialized by using the initial

Procedures.

resulted from the level 2 model.

The partial differential Eqs.

by using the Alternating

Direction

is chosen to satisfy Courant-Friedrich-Lewy
of finite-difference

winds, temperatures,

u, = 0.2

are assumed to be uniform in the horizontal

profiles and the relationships

grids that are staggered

(initially

is initially assumed to increase linearly

are already given by Yamada (1975) and are not repeated

Numerical

increment

temperature

profiles, pressure at the top of computational

The turbulence

variation

up to the level where the wind speed reaches an

Initial values for water vapor

humidity.

corner of the computa-

corner winds to satisfy the mass continuity.

Initial potential

temperature

an

slope flows.

Initial wind profiles at other grid locations

The vertical profile of potential
with height.

constructing

This change was to ensure that the lowest layer

by assuming a logarithmic

and ZO = 0.1 m) from the ground

This

The second change was to force the first grid

An initial wind profile at the southwestern

tional domain is first constructed
m/s,

terrain without

near the ground to generate the appropriate

Values.

but

point~, is applied to the values at the lateral boundaries.

using only three neighboring

was sufficiently

at

Implicit

These

here.

(2), (3), and (10) to (13)

( ADI)

criteria.

method,

and a time

In order to increase the

approximations,

mean and turbulence

variables are defined at

both in horizontal

and vertical directions

(see Section IV). Mean

and water vapor vary greatly wit h height near the surface.
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In order

to resolve these variations,
B. RAPTAD

(~ndom

~article

A brief description
computed

nonuniform

grid spacings are used in the vertical direction.

~ransport

of the RAPT.4D

And Diffusion.)

model is given here. Locations

of particles are

from

(47)
where

U~~=Ui+~~

,

(48)

ui(i + At) = au~(i) + buw,~ + &3(1 – U)tL=i~

a = exp(– At/tLs,

i

(as:)

(49)

9

) ,

(50)

.

(51)

and

h=(l
In the above expressions,
~i turbulence

velocity,

and unit variance,
velocity

–a2)112

f.l~i is the particle

velocity

Ui mean velocity,

~ a random number from a Gaussian distribution

tL=i the Lagrangian

integral time for the velocity

fluct uaticm ui, and 4i3 is the Dirac delta.

Eq. (49] was introduced

in ~i direction,

by Legg and Raupach

with zero mean

~i, aui variance of

The last term on the right-hand

side of

(1982) in order to correct accumulation

of

particles in the low energy areas. The mean velocity fli and vertical velocity variance ui are
obtained

form the hydrodynamic

model results discussed in Section 111.A. The Lagrangian

time scales, t~, = 20s, tLz = 5000s, and tLv = 5000s, are used in this study.
In the previous studies (Yamada,
and location
volume.

was determined

The computed

of the sampling

1981 and 1985), the concentration

at a given time

by counting the number of particles in an imaginary

concentration

level could vary considerably

volume and number of particles
39

depending

nsed in the computation.

sampling
on the size

For example,

if the sampling

volume is very small, the concentration

distribution

becomes

on the other hand, if the sampling volume is too large, the concentration
be oversmoothed

(Yamada

et al., 1987a).

Theoretically,

the sampling

distribution

by releasing an infinite number of particles in the computation.

impossible

in practice, or at least very expensive,
density estimator

center of a puff.
distribution

where variances

are determined

forms can be assumed to express the concentration

as the time integration
The concentration

as the sum of the concentrations

requires no imaginary

to release an infinite number of particles.

One of the simplest ways is to assume a Gaussian

tered over the history of the puff.
determined

sampling

of the velocity

level at a given time and space is

each puff contributes.

volumes and produces

distribution

variances encoun-

smooth

The kernel method

concentration

with a much smaller number of particles than required for the previous
(Yamada

Of course, it is

is used in this study where each particle represents a

Various functional

in the puff.

will

volume problem is

eliminated

.4 “kernel”

very noisy.

dist nbut ion

particle method

et al., 1987a).

Concentration

x at (X, Y, Z ) is estimated

by using the following

expression:

QAt
N
1
1 (z~ – .X)2
exp --x(x-, Y, z) = ——
u:,
(27r)3/2 x
)
( 2
k= I ‘Zk ‘~k ‘Zk
1 (Yk – ~’)2

_ exp

— _ —.—

(

)

(52,

.[ezp(:;;:r)+e.p(-;(zk-:;~.,)’)]

where (z~, yk, z~) is the location
of a Gaussian

distribution;

based on Taylor’s

of k th particle;

and z~ is the ground

(1921) homogeneous

crZ~,tYY~and uz~ are standard deviations
elevation.

The variances are estimated

diffusion theory. For example,

Cy is obtained

from

(53)
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where a correlation

Although

function

the turbulence

can be applicable
this study).

R(C) = ezp( & ) is used. Equation

(53) is approximated

field under the study is not homogeneous,

over a short time period,

by

we assume the theory

such as an integration

time step (10 sec. in

Therefore,

(55a)
and

(55b)

are used in this study.
In a similar fashion,

Cr=(t+- At) = a=(t) + uuAt

(56b)

for t > 2tLz ,

C7:(t+ At) = ~:(t) + 2tL=@t
(7Z(t+ N)

=

a=(t) t

O:(t + N)

=

a:(t) + 2tL. cr~At

deviations

au i ~v, and CW at each particle

c7wAt

(56a)

for t ~ 2tL= ,

for t ~ 2tLz

(57a)

,

and

where the standard
interpolating

grid values of a computation

for

t >

2tLz

,

.

10cation are obtained

grid volume in which a particle is located.
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(57b)

by

IV. FINITE-DIFFERENCE
The prognostic
following

Eqs.

REPRESENTATIONS
(2), (3), (10),

(11),

(12),

AND

A GRID

SYSTEM

and (13) may be expressed

in the

general form:

where

and

4=
The coefficient

KI represents the horizontal

larly, K2 represents

KM or K~.

(WXkQwq2,
q24)

.

eddy viscosity

coefficients

~,

or K=W. Simi-

Kg or K,u, and Kg represents the vertical eddy viscosity

Thefourth
andfifth
termson

variable to which the equation

the right-hand

coefficients

side of Eq. (58) represent the

applies and external forcing functions,

K1, K2, Kg, A, and F for the prognostic

1 summarizes

(60)

equations

respectively.

Table

for U, V, ~~, Q w, qz, and

9: “
The ADI method,
accuracy

for both

developed

space and time derivatives

scheme has been extensively
tw~dimensional

by Peaceman

and successfully

fluid dynamics

scheme to a three-dimensional

problems

and Rachford

and is unconditionally

drops to O(Ai)

The finite-difference

4’ -d’
At

–
–2

has second-order
stable.

The AD I

applied in the simulation of various one- and

(Roache,

space, however,

1972, p.

95).

Generalization

requires special consideration?

out by Richt myer and Morton (1967, p. 212); otherwise,
and accuracy

(1955),

the unconditional

of the

as pointed

stability is lost

+ 01( Az)2].

version of Eq. (58) may be written according

hz((b’
t f)”)

7

Az(pn + Agfpn - .4($’ -i F ,
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to ADI method as

(61 )

~.*

_.pn

At

= #.(&

- 0“) + :&(&’

+ qS’) + A#n

= ;3.(4’

+ 4“) - ;A=(#**

t 4“)

(62)

– .4(j5’ t F ,

and
~n+l _ tin
At
+ +’+1

(63)

Ad” + F ,

are values at f = nAt and (n + I) At, respectively,

where #’

and &+l

increment

of integration.

intermediate

:-@n) -

The value represented

values necessary to obtain

#n+]

and At is a time

by ~’ and #** are the first and second

from #n.

Richtmyer

and Morton

(1967, p.

213) pointed out that if 4* in the vertical derivative term of Eq. (63) is replaced by the
most recent value #**, then the unconditional
the complete

stability (Richtmyer
TABLE

K=

factor for

cycle given by Eqs. (61) to (63) is shown to be not greater than 1, indicating

unconditional

u

stability is lost. The amplification

KZY

KM

and Morton,

1. Coefficients

1967, p. 213).

lifl, Kz, KS, A, and F in Eq. (58)

f(v-vJ+gq

O

(1-*)*

.—
eFl

&
(

—
‘uw8~

8LI

—~
— ‘w 8z -

[1++)2]
‘
—--—.
..--.—-—
——.
..—--.
—-.
....——
Equations
and subt ratting

(62) and (63) may be simplified by subtracting
Eq. (62) from Eq. (63), respectively.

44’-4’
.—-.——
—=
At

Eq.

(61) from Eq.

(62)

The resulting equations are

;Az(tj’”
- ($”)
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+pga
)

(64)

(65)
tih

Equations

(61), (64), and (65) may

1 + .4At - $Az

~“
)

(

(’-:A8)4”*

‘d
Equations

(’-+A~)4n+’
(66) and (68) may be further transformed

where 1 = i, j, k represents
respectively.

the i,j,

and k th gtid points

The space deriv. tives A= ~, AY#,

finite differences.

Coefficients

term the expanded

to the general form

in the z, y? and z directions?

and AZ # are approximated

by centered

At, El, Ct, and Dg may be identified by comparing

forms of Eqs. (66) to (68) with those of Eq. (69).

term by

The results are given

in Table 2.

TABLE 2. Coefficients
.4t,
Bl,C4,and D1
are dX/dz,
increments

all-i dy, and dZ/dz’,

fm Eq. (6!2). The m-mfkknts ai, ~j, and C~
respectively, where (.Y, Y, 2,] are grid coordinates, whose

are one.

—

—

..——.

—.

...--—.
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——.

.-

(bj~~/2)

.~j

y

+

(~~z)j-

{

Cj

(bjAt/2)

Bj
Dj

l+

Aj+Cj

{

~

1/2
}

+ (b~z)j+llz
}

4;” - (Af/2)&$n

Equation (69) may be expressed in the general form ~q$ = ~, where ~ is a tridiagonal
matrix

whose elements

are given by At, Bl,

and C4, and ~ is a column

elements are given by Dt. Solutions

for Eq. (69), whose coefficient

are obtained

method

by a direct elimination

Accuracy

of a finite-difference

(Richtmyer

approximation

and water vapor are known to vary approximately

in the surface layer if corrections
however,

for atmospheric

stability

1967, p. 200).

if the grid is defined in

such a manner that the variables vary linearly with the coordinates.
temperature,

For example,

logarithmically
are minor.

to a log-plus-linear

Those variables,

vertical coordinate

is one and c1, C2, and C3 are constants

Thus,

relation

z = C,z + C21?’Z[(Z
+ c3)/c3j ,
where Z is a transformed

wind,

with height

vary much more slowly with height in the layers away from the surface.

vertical grids are spaced according

whose

matrix is tridiagonal,

and Morton,

is enhanced

vector

(representing

(70)

the grid level) whose increment

to be determined,

depending

on the problem to be

of finite-difference

approximations

solved.
In order to increase the accuracy
computational
turbulence

noise whose wave length is 2A,

and to suppress

where A is a grid increment,

mean and

variables are defined on a staggered grid. Figure 15 shows relative locations

variables in a grid volume:

U and 1“ in Fig.

in Fig. 15c.
45

of

15a; @l and QW in Fig. 15b; and q2 and q;

a)

Fig.

1s.

w,K#

Relative locations ofmemand
turbulence vtiables
U and V, b) ~1 and Q, and c) q2, and q;.
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inthecomputationd

grid: a)

Boundary

Conditions.

As shown by Mellor (1973), our model simulated the sur-

face layer data reported by 13usinger et al. (1971) quite well. A rather coarse vertical grid
spacing is necessary for three-dimensional
Thus, in order to increase accuracy,

modeling

empirical

surface-layer

the first and second grid levels above the ground.
profiles in the surface layer may be approximated

; ~h{(z

u*

due to limitations

Wind,

parameterization
temperature,

by the following

– I/4m(()]

+ 2.)/20}

of storage and time.
is used for

and water vapor

formulas:

,

(71)
(72)

Qw(z) - Qw(o)

=

Q.
q2(z) =

s.

~k~{(=

+

zou)/%}

–

@3U2
+(#m

- 02/3

,(74)

A(()]

(73)

,

and

q21(z) = kzq2(z)

In the above equations , ~(z),

@f(z),

(75)

and QW(Z) are the abbreviations

@t(z, y, z, t), and QW(Z, y, z, t), respectively,
172)1/2. Terms u ,, T,, and Q,,

.

and I ~ I is the horizontal

defined as u. = fi

are friction velocity and scales for temperature

for ~(z,

y,:,

wind speed (U2 +

T+ = H/pcPu.

and Q, s E/p,,

and water vapor, respectively.

Terms p, H,

and E are surface stress, total sensible heat, and rate of evaporation ~ respectively;
sensible heat being defined as H = WOV = ( 1 t 0.61 QW)~@ + 0.61wqW.
height z/L,

von Karman

:0, Zot, an d zOVare roughness lengths for wind, temperature,

water vapor, respectively;
.

hers, respectively.
atmospheric

and Pr and SC are the turbulence

Terms ~~, ~~, and tiw ( Panofsky,

stability, and their functional

length - u~/MgH;

Prandtl

total

The parameter

< is a nondimensional
constant;

where L is the Obukhov

i),

k is the
and

and Schmidt num-

1983) are correction

terms for the

forms are given by

(76)
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““’=F?W”~

(77)

and
*V(()

=/((1
o

- :(~’))dc’

,

(78)

.

where r#~, q$h,@v are nondimensional

wind, temperature,

spectively.

( Businger, 1966; Dyer and Hicks, 1970) are used for

The following formulations

#m, d~, ~d

and water vapor gradients,

re-

#~ under unstable conditi~nst

(79)
(80)
and

4“(()

“as
= ~ ““az

=(1

- 150-’/2

.

(81)

For stable conditions,

@m(C) = #h(t)=

da(c)=

1 + 5(

(82a, b, c)

.

The roughness lengths ZO,zOt, and zOtiare specified over land and are computed
according

to the following

over water

formulas:

(83a)

i’
...—

(83b)

‘ot = ku,,
and
——

‘0”(see Sverdrup,

1951; Sheppard,

(83c)

k:,

1958), where ~ is a constant

whose numerical value varies

from 0.008 to 0.032 for water surfaces varying from a lake to a rough ocean and a and h
are the molecular

dlffusivit ies for heat and water vapor, respectively.

(76) to (78) may be performed

easily (Paulson,
48

1970).

Integrations

of Eqs,

The scales u.,, T,, and Q. may be

obtained

by solving iteratively

be obtained

Eqs. (71) to (81) under unstable conditions.

without iteration for stable conditions

the water, however,

since the roughness

over land. Iterations

heights are also functions

Solutions may

are required over

of u,, as seen in Eqs.

(82a-c.)
Solutions of Eq. (69) maybe

obtained

and following the algorithms described

using the boundary

in Rlchtmyer and Morton

conditions

discussed above

(1967, p. 200). Solutions

are assumed to be given by a relation

(84)
where Et and F“ are determined

where coefficients
be determined
example,

from

At, B4, Cl, and D/ are given in Table 2. The first values El and ~1 may

from the surface boundary

conditions

given by Eqs.

(71) and (75).

For

for ~ and @t,

h{(zl

+ 2.)/%}

– ibn(Ll)~(z2)

J?Tl{(22T 2~)/ZO}– @m((z)

(86)

and

(87)

-!-

.

where Z1 and Z2 are the first and second grid levels above the surface? respectively.
parison between

Com-

Eq. (84) and Eq. (86), where # = ~, yields

tTl{(Z~ + ZO)/ZO} – **((1)
&l = —t?z{(zz + 2.,]/20,}
and
49

- @h((z)

(88a)

(88b)

F1=O.

Similarly, comparison

between Eq. (84) and Eq. (87), where d=R,

~,

= t~(z,

+ z.t)/zot}

I?n{(zz + 20,)/2.,}

yields

– +Ii((l)

(89a)

– #h((2)

and
F~=(l-J3~)e~(o)

Similar expressions

(89b)

.

as in Eqs. (89a) and (89b) are valid for QW, except that Z.t is replaced

by ZOV. When boundary

values are specified,

(75)!, El and FI are easily obtained.

as in the case of q2 and q21 ~Eqs. (74) and

By comparing

Eq. (84) with Eq. (74) we obtain for

92“

(90a)

E1=O
and

FI = B:’%: (#m – zl/L)2J3

Similarly, by comparing

(90b)

.

Eq. (84) with Eq. (75) we obtain for q21!

(91a)
and
F~ = kzlq2(zl)

Once El and F’l are determined
puted according

above,

to Eqs. (85a) and (85 b), respectively.

from Eq. (84), provided
ary conditions

as described

as follows.

the value at the upper boundary
The boundary

conditions

50

(91b)

.

El and ~t(~ > 1) may be com-

Then solutions

may be computed

is determined

from upper bound-

at the top are assumed to be

u = [$(H);

@=
Qlu =

v =

I:(H)

,

(3(R) ,

am =0,

qzko,
and

q24?=o.
At lateral

boundaries,

from the one-dimensional

wind, temperature,

water vapor,

versions of the corresponding

q2,and

qzt are computed

Eqs. (2), (3), (10), (11), (12), and

(13).
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